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APPENDIX A

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Georgia Institute of Technology Docket Nos. 50-160 & 50-276
Georgia Tech Research Reactor (GTRR) Lic.ense Nos. R-97 & R-111

and AGN-201 Training Reactor

/.s a result of the inspection conducted on October 8, and October 15, 1981, and
in accordance with the Interim Enforcement Policy, 45 FR 66754 (October 7,1980),
the following violations were identified.

A. 10 CFR 73.40(a) requires that physical security systems shall be established
and maintained by the licensee in accordance with security plans approved by
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Contrary to the above, the licensee was not maintaining the physical
security systems for the GTRR*and AGN-201 facilities in accordance with the
approved physical security plans (PSP), such that:

1. Section II.C'.'1.b of the PSP for the GTRR dated March 18, 1975, states
in part, that the exterior of the GTRR complex will be routinely
checked by Georgia Tech Police officers vehicle atrols an

1 be checked by foot patrols -. - ._

During a review of Georgia Tech Police Departmant patrol records, no
documentation was resented to verify that pat'ols were conducted for

?

2. Section II.C.2 of the PSP for t'.e AGN-201 dated October 18, 1974,
tates that during non-working hoJrs, surveillance is provided by the

Georgia Tech Police forc~el The building exterior is che ed routinel
y mobile units. The interior. including specifica11v
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|' During a review of Georgia Tech Police Department patrol records, the
| umentation esented did not ret fy that patrols were performed
!

Additionally, no documentation
was presented to veri at any p ols were conducted for
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This is a Severity Level V Violation (Supplement !!!.E).
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. . Georgia Institute of Technology 2 Docket Nos. 50-160 & 50-276
Georgia Tech Research Reactor (GTRR) License Nos. R-97 & R-111

and AGN-201 Training Reactor

B. 10 CFR 73.40(a) requires that physict i security systems shall be estab-
lished and maintained by the licensee in accordance with the security
plans approved by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Section II.E of the
PSP, dat Atsber.JB 1974 states that the security program shall be%
reviewed JbytheReactorSupervisorforcompletenessand
effectiv ess.

Contrary to the above, the licensee was not maintaining the physical
security system for the AGN-201 facility in accordance with the approved
security plan. Discussions with the Reactor Supervisor revealed that no
formal review of the security program had been performedt , 3
I h..

This is a Severity Level VI Vio'ation (Supplement III.F).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, you are hereby required to submit to
this office within thirty lays of the date of this Notice, a written statement or
explanation in reply, including: (1) admission or denial of the alleged viola-
tions; (2) the reasons for the violations if admitted; (3) the corrective steps
which have been taken and the results achieved; (4) corrective steps which will
be taken to avoid further violations; anc (5) the date when full compliance will
be achieved. Consideration may be given to extending your response time 'for good
cause shown. Under the authority of Section 182 of the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amended, this response shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.

The responses directed by this Notice are not sut' ject to the clearance procedures
of the Office of Management and Budget as required by the Paperwork Reduction Act
of 1980, PL 96-511.

Date: MOV 6 1981
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